Course Description

This seminar aims to critically discuss the main theories of nationalism in the field of political science. The first part of the course will concentrate on conceptualizing the notions of nationhood and nationalism. We will begin by evaluating whether nationhood is a primordial byproduct of human history or rather a consequence of modernization. Focusing on the role played by nationalism in state-building, we will answer the following question: do nations create states, or do states create nations? In the second part of this seminar, we will study the various consequences of national diversity and of nationalist movements. Among others, we will analyze the role played by political identities in shaping electoral outcomes and in fueling civil conflicts. Experiences of nationhood in minority and majority contexts will also be discussed, with a particular focus on Western nationalist movements from the 19th to the 21st century. We will conclude this seminar by evaluating how the concepts of multiculturalism, globalization and postnationalism impact the way in which we understand nations.

Grading

1. Midterm Exam (25%)

The midterm will be held in class and will consist of a series of multiple choice, short answer and long answer questions. Students will be asked to explain concepts, summarize debates within the literature and make links between the arguments brought forward by various authors. The duration of the exam is 120 minutes.

2. Final Paper (30%)

Your final paper is due on the 12th week of class. This paper will be:

- **4455G:** a 12-page double-spaced case study on a national group of your choosing
- **9783B:** a 15-page double-spaced case study on a national group of your choosing
You will be asked to answer the following question: *how does the political history of this group confirm or disprove theories on the study of nationalism?*

You will need to:

- **4455G**: mobilize a minimum of 4 concepts we discussed in the class, and to cite a minimum of 6 authors from our reading list (either from the mandatory readings or from the supplementary readings)

- **9783B**: mobilize a minimum of 5 concepts we discussed in the class, and to cite a minimum of 8 authors from our reading list, including 1 from the supplementary readings

I will conduct one-on-one meetings with each student after the midterm to discuss their plan for this assignment and to provide any necessary guidance.

### 3. Reading Quizzes (2.5% each, 20% in total)

There will be 8 reading quizzes over the course of the semester. Questions will concentrate on the main points made by the authors and will be easy to answer for anyone having done the readings.

### 4. Presentation and Critical Summary (10% each, 20% in total)

Each student will be assigned to two texts over the course of the semester, on which they will write a 2-page double-spaced critical summary. Students will present a short 5 to 10 minutes summary of their work to the group and lead the class discussion on these authors. You will be assigned to these readings on the first week of class.

### 5. Participation (5%)

You will be evaluated on the quality of your in-class participation after each seminar. Students who actively take part in the discussion while mobilizing concepts from the readings will automatically score these participation points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Midterm Exam</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Final Paper</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5 &amp; 9-12</td>
<td>Reading Quizzes</td>
<td>2.5% each (20% total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Critical Summaries</td>
<td>10% each (20% total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lateness and Grading

Late work will be penalized by 10 percentage points for each 24 hours that the submission is late. If illness prevents you from coming to class and from turning in assignments on time, the illness must be documented according to Western’s Policy on Accommodation for Illness (available here).

Office Hours

I will hold office hours to address any follow-up questions, to suggest further readings, to discuss assignments and to cover any other topics relevant to the class. These office hours are held in-person at Social Science Centre 7233 or via Zoom (with appointment) at the times detailed on the first page of this syllabus.

Schedule and learning goals

The learning goals below should be viewed as the key concepts you should grasp after each class. Please note that this schedule is tentative and subject to change.

__________________________ Week 1 - Theoretical Foundations: Definitions _________________

- **Monday, January 9th**: Defining nations, nationalism and nation-states

  Mandatory Readings:
  
  - Rogers Brubaker. *Nationalism Reframed: Nationhood and the National Question in the New Europe*. 1996. (Chapter 1)

  Supplementary Readings:
  

__________________________ Week 2 - Theoretical Foundations: Modernism _________________

- **Monday, January 16th**: Do States create nations?

  Mandatory Readings:
  
  - Benedict Anderson. *Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism*. 1983. (Chapters 1, 3 and 5)
Supplementary Readings:


_____ Week 3 - *Theoretical Foundations: Primordialism and Ethnosymbolism* _____

- **Monday, January 23rd**: Do nations create States?

_____ Week 4 - *Theoretical foundations: Stateless nations and self-determination* _____

- **Monday, January 30th**: What are the moral and legal claims of stateless nations?
  
  Mandatory Readings:
  

  Supplementary Readings:
  

_____ Week 5 - *Nationalism in Practice: Managing deeply divided societies* _____

- **Monday, February 6th**: How to best manage national diversity?
  
  

_____ Week 6: Midterm Exam _____

- **Monday, February 13th**: Midterm Exam (25%)
Week 7: Spring Break

Week 8 - Individual Meetings

• Monday, February 27th: Discussion and guidance regarding the final paper
  – Meetings will be up to 20 minutes long and will be held in my office (SSC 7233)
  – Students will need to bring in the project summary hand-out available on OWL

Week 9 - Nationalism in practice: Ethnic differences and civil conflicts

• Monday, March 6th: Does ethnic diversity impact violent conflicts?

Week 10 - Nationalism in practice: National identities and vote choice

• Monday, March 13th: Does identity impact political preferences?

Week 11: Case studies: Scotland, Quebec and Catalonia

• Monday, March 20th: What can we learn about nationalism from Scotland, Quebec and Catalonia?

Mandatory Readings


Facultative Readings


___ **Week 12: Looking forward: Multiculturalism, Globalization and Postnationalism** ___

- **Monday, March 27th**: Where are we headed?

  **Mandatory Readings**

  **Facultative Readings**

___ **Week 12: Wrapping Up** ___

- **Monday, April 3rd**: Submit Final Paper (30%)